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Abstract: Online advertising through the sale of keywords has greatly influenced the marketing strategies of the
businesses across the world. It has provided an inexpensive and easy to use tool in the hands of companies to reach
out and explore new markets and expand their customer base. Display of ads on the search of specific keywords not
only helps businesses to reach an already interested audience but has also empowered consumers. By comparing the
products of different competitors, they have a much wider choice. But the keyword advertising system came with its
own set of problems. The sale and purchase of trademarks as Keyword for advertising gave rise to law suits where
trademark holders held search engines and advertisers liable for trademark infringement, unfair competition and
dilution. This paper explains the concept of Keyword advertising, its significance and working with special focus on
Google’s Adwords program. It focuses on the use in commerce and likelihood of confusion requirement for trademark
infringement and how the courts are struggling to apply them in internet related cases.
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INTRODUCTION

The liberalization of economies has resulted in trade circles growing closer. Multinational companies are actively
seeking to spread their businesses across the globe, thus making their products available across geographical
barriers.[1] In their pursuit to reach and access every possible consumer, internet has played a pivotal role. The
growth of telecommunication has created a mammoth customer market where businesses not only advertise and
sell but also converse with customers. [2]

Online advertising has significantly helped businesses to access wide range of consumers and widen
their customer base. The use of pop up advertisements, spam emails, banner advertising and more recently
keyword advertising has helped advertisers immensely to advertise their products and services. But, one of
the critical steps in effective advertising is placing the ad where interested consumers may see it. Keyword
advertising often termed as search engine advertising, by offering the advertisers a wide range of choice to
select appropriate keyword[3] that best describes their business has provided them an effective advertising
method.
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Keyword advertising is a method of search engine marketing. To make their ads visible on some specific
pages businesses buys “keywords” so that whenever the keyword is searched the ads appear. When businesses
aim to some keywords—which can be individual words or phrases—their ads are eligible to appear next to
organic search results when consumers search for those keywords. [4]

As more and more people are using internet [5] and more consumers use the Internet to make purchases[6]1,
businesses increasingly invest in keyword advertising, to attract and retain customers. The global number of
online users who shopped online has surged from 833 million in 2012, to 948 million in 2013 and 971 million in
2014. Similarly, mobile e-commerce, or m-commerce, numbers are rising, from 420 million in 2012, to 480
million in 2013 to 530 million in 2014, according to Global Web Index[7]. Keyword advertising has become a
lucrative business. The global digital advertisement spending in 2013 was 121.47 billion dollars and it is expected
that it would reach 252.02 billion U.S. dollars by 2018.[8]

But the practice of keyword advertising has been problematic for trademark owners (because of the practice
of search engines selling trademarks as keywords). Businesses claim that competitors take advantage of the
goodwill of the competitor’s marks when ads appear alongside the organic search results for their trademarks[9].

This research paper gives the reader an overview of the practice of the keyword advertising with special
reference to Google’s Adwords program. It explains the working of the search engine advertising and explains
how the use of keywords helps the advertisers to target a selective interested audience. Google changed its ads
policy in the year 2004 by which it allowed the advertisers to buy the trademark of the competitors as keywords.
The practice naturally disturbed the official trademark holders and they filed a number of law suits against
search engines especially Google claiming trademark infringement and dilution. The paper discusses the approach
of the courts while applying the trademark laws to settle the issue but virtual world has its own specific issues
and grey areas. The paper further highlights that the courts while deciding the issue of “use in commerce” and
“likelihood of confusion” have given various conflicting judgments and could not come to a consensus. Because
of the absence of law and no ruling from the apex court the matter regarding the liability of the search engines
and advertisers is still unsettled.

This paper is divided into four parts. Part-I deals with Keyword advertising. It explains how online advertising
has become an integral part of search engines. It further explains the working of the keyword advertising and its
significance. Lastly it explains the interface between keyword advertising and trademarks. Part-II explains the
Google’s Adwords program and its working. Part-III explains the concept and the importance of trademarks and
sketch out the ingredients of trademark infringement. It discusses in detail the problems of use in commerce and
likehood of confusion requirement in trademarked Keyword cases. Part-IV deals with conclusion with a remark
that the road so far travelled have been bumpy. Because of absence of any specific law or guidelines the courts
are giving conflicting judgments

1. KEYWORD ADVERTISING

1.1. Growth of Search Engine Advertising

Internet user’s generally follows two options to locate the needed information. The first option allows a web
surfer to access a specific site by entering the site’s domain name[10] into his web browser’s address window.
The second strategy web surfers use to locate information involves search engines. If a user does not know the
exact domain name of the website he needs to access, he can enter keywords into a search engine. The search
engine will then scan millions of web pages to retrieve the information that matches the searched keywords.
Based on the keywords provided by the consumer, the search engine retrieves web addresses that link to the
pages containing closely matching information when the user clicks on the link with a mouse[11]. Earlier search
engines like Lycos, Netscape, Yahoo!, AltaVista, Ask Jeeves and others after determining the relevancy provided
organic results[12]. Also, during the early days of the public’s use of the Internet, search engines served essentially
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as free public utilities: they performed their services without charge and with no visible signs of support. However,
the monetary needs of the private enterprise system, and the attractiveness of search engine pages to advertisers,
soon brought advertising to search engine pages[13]. To earn revenue the search engines started giving advertising
spaces on their web pages, particularly on pages that list search results. The advertisements will come at the top
of the screen above the organic results[14]. Typically, a search engine displayed an advertiser’s banner ads in
random rotation on web pages containing the search results. To maximize the effectiveness of online advertising,
advertisers wanted to target certain demographic groups of consumers. A useful method was to “key” banner
advertisements to search terms, so that whenever users enter certain search terms into search engines, particular
banner ads would appear[15]. This helps the competitor advertiser to target an already interested consumer and
thereby make the most of the online advertising. For instance, Luminous Fans banner ad can be triggered when
a user performs a search using the keyword “Ceiling Fans” as a query term[16].

GoTo.com pioneered paid search based on the sale of the top spot to the highest bidder. Keyword advertising
has now become major revenue generating source for search engines [17] and that helps the search engines to
give services without any cost.

1.2. Working of Keyword Advertising

Whenever an online search is conducted by any person two sets of results appear on the screen: “natural results”
and “sponsored links”. Results which are displayed after determining the relevance to the search terms by search
engines are natural results [18]. Initially, search engines relied heavily on “meta tags”[19] to produce natural
results, but gradually, the significance of meta tags has been reduced by modern search algorithms. Sponsored
links are displayed because certain sum of money is paid to the search engine by the advertisers to make sure that
the link appears whenever the term (“keywords”) is searched [20]. Two sponsored link sections appear on the
web page, one above the “natural” or organic links in a light shaded box and one to the right of the organic
results.

Today, search engines such as Google, Bing or Yahoo often sell “keywords” to advertisers. Advertisers
interested in reaching consumers who have an interest in a subject – for instance, shoes – can purchase the right
to have their ads appear when users perform a search for that term.
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If, for example, for term “running shoes” there is space available for placing three advertisements on the
search page, different shoe companies that sell running shoes—for example, Nike, Adidas, Reebok, Saucony,
and New Balance—would be interested to buy the space to show their ads on the search results page. But since
only three spaces are available three would be able to advertise. The ads would be placed by an algorithm
keeping in account the amount paid and quality and relevancy of the advertisement. An ad that has a higher bid
and that is also more relevant would likely rank higher and have a better chance at appearing in one of the three
available spots[21].

1.3. Keyword Advertising and Trademarks: An Interface

Keyword advertising proved very helpful to many businesses because of its effectiveness and ease of use. The
advertiser reached a specific and wider audience. It has become one of the major revenue source for search
engines. Some advertisers and search engines, however, have taken this opportunity a step further by offering
the registered trademark as keywords for sale and purchase. This would enable the display of the advertisement
of the competitors product whenever any product is searched through its trademark.

Purchasing generic keywords like “running shoes,” (as in the above example) is perfectly normal.
However problem arises when one buys the official trademarks of others usually of competitors. The
brand owners that appear on the top in the list of natural results, also bid for advertising space to ensure that
their site appears first. However, problem arises when one advertiser bids on a keyword, which is also the
trademark of another. In such cases, a consumer is exposed to a sponsored link from that brand’s competitor
[22].

Advertisers buy keywords like “Nike running shoes,” even if they are not selling Nike shoes but are selling
competitor brands. This practice is often effective because consumers searching a trademark would be interested
in finding related goods or finding running shoes comparable to those made by Nike. An advertiser may capitalise
on this interest and give users with various option to choose; alternatively, the advertiser may even have the
intention to confuse consumers into believing that the ad is affiliated with the brand, thereby wrongfully benefiting
from the mark’s goodwill [23]. It is when search engines sells and advertisers buy actual trademarks as keywords
that trademark law is implicated in this advertising practice.

This may confuse the consumer or lead him to believe that the two brands are affiliated. Naturally, this
poses a grave problem to trademark owner. Redress, however, is fraught with difficult questions of trademark
law, such as what constitutes an infringement, and, if the activity is infringing, who should be held liable; the
search engine, the advertiser, or both?[24]

1.4. Importance of Keyword Advertising

This advertising method does have obvious benefits for businesses that want to garner more recognition. For
example a new or lesser-known business may try to reach consumers by purchasing the trademark of a well-
known or established business in the same market in order to bring attention to the new business’s product or
service. This strategy also works for the more well-known and established businesses. A company like Starbucks
may purchase the trademark of an unfamiliar coffee shop, so that Starbucks’ ads appear whenever someone
searches for the lesser-known trademark [25].

The thrust for keyword banner advertising comes in part from companies’ desire to make their website
visible among the vast array of websites that will result from a given search. A query can return far too many
search results, so attracting a user’s attention can be a challenge. Trademark keyword advertising target users
based on their interests. Since the customer searching a particular brand is already an interested person in those
products and services, so buying a trademark of that brand would draw the attention of the user towards the
competing products when an advertisement appears [26].
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There are two major reasons as to why businesses invest in online advertising. First, search engines reach
a large audience, including new and existing customers. A consumer may search for a type of product for the
first time after realizing that she has a need, she may engage in comparison shopping, or she may already know
the specific brand that she intends to purchase. Advertisers can attract consumers at these different stages of the
buying cycle. Second, advertisers can easily optimize their campaigns to maximize return-on-investment.
Optimization, or improvement of ad performance, is easier with keyword advertising than with traditional media,
such as print (e.g., newspapers and magazines) and television[27].

2. GOOGLE’S ADWORDS PROGRAM

2.1. Adwords Program

Internet giant Google has been the focus of much of this litigation surrounding keyword trademark bidding
through its AdWords program. Google has emerged as the most preferred search engine, with an audience share
of eighty percent of Internet users worldwide. With numerous users browsing its search results, it is one of the
biggest venues available to Internet advertisers, and it has exploited this quality to become one of the most
profitable Internet companies in U.S. history[28].

AdWords is the advertisement system created by Google. The system is based on advertisers’ nomination
of keywords which, when searched, trigger the display of a short, text-only ad above or down the side of the
search result pages. Interestingly, the keywords which are purchased by the advertisers never appear in the text
of the ads, they are used by google internally to display the relevant advertisement attached with the keyword.
Nominated keywords are given a value by Google’s systems, depending on their popularity amongst other
advertisers. Advertisers “bid” on the price they wish to pay for the keyword, to be charged upon either the
display of an advertisement or a user’s click on the link in the text of the advertisement[29].

In September 1998, when google was founded by larry and Sergey Brin, numerous other search engines
were already operating, including Lycos, Netscape, Yahoo!, AltaVista, and Ask Jeeves. All these search engines
provided results by determining the relevancy of the searched term with results. GoTo.com was the first search
engine to introduce paid search based on the sale of the top spot to the highest bidder[30].

In October 2000, Google introduced AdWords, with this announcement on the main page, “Have a credit
card and 5 minutes? Get your ad on Google today.” In February 2002, Google introduced a new version of
AdWords, two years after launching its first ad program and nearly a year and a half after first launching AdWords.
The new version of AdWords adopted Overture’s pay-per-click auction model, where advertisers bid on how
much they will pay per click. In 2004, Google significantly loosened its policy on the purchase of trademarks as
keywords. Prior to 2004, Google denied advertisers the ability to link their ads to the trademarks of others.
However, since 2004 Google modified its ad linking policy to allow advertisers to bid on the chance to have their
ads associated with any keyword, even if those keywords are trademarks owned by a competitor [34]. As of
2009, Google allowed trademarks to be purchased as keywords in more than 190 countries[35].

2.2. Working of Adwords

Google AdWords manipulates search results to artificially prioritise an advertiser’s website over other possible
results. The selection of keywords has to very careful, keyword should be closely related to advertiser’s ads, so
that whenever a user searches for that keyword, the ads appear prominently. It helps the customers reach your
site and inform them what your business has to offer. An advertiser purchases the keywords with which he wants
his website and AdWords ads to be associated. There are different ad formats available; the most common and
popular format is a simple text ad that consists of a hyperlink headline to the advertiser’ s website, two short lines
of descriptive text and the URL of the advertiser’s website. The ads are linked internally to the purchased
keywords. Whenever the user searches anything with the keyword, the google program runs a search to display
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the result, In this process the program uses the purchased keywords and the ads will appear alongside other
search results. AdWords account holders can target their ads to specific sections or websites within Google’s
“content network” and can target computer or mobile device users. In addition, account holders can manipulate
the precision with which search results match their keywords. They can also block ads from appearing in response
to selected keywords [36].

Setting up an AdWords account is as simple as registering online with the proper billing information. A
minimal amount which is non refundable has to be paid to create an adwords account, but creating ads and
selecting keywords are free. Once the ads start appearing on the search page, an account holder is billed by
Google in one of two ways: cost-per-click, where the charge is triggered every time someone clicks on the ad,
and cost-per-thousand-impressions, where the charge is triggered every time someone views the ad. The account
holder then decides on a maximum billing rate, which is one of two factors Google uses to determine the ad’s
“ranking.” The place of the display of the ad on the search page is determined by the Ads ranking. In reality,
keywords are auctioned so an account holder wishing to purchase the keyword is competing with various other
advertisers. Whoever bids higher for the keyword his ads are more likely to appear on the top — an account
holder’s financial power thus plays a significant role in determining the degree of exposure his ad will receive[37].
owever, except the financial power of the advertiser google also takes into consideration some other factors so
that only relevant ads are displayed on the search of a particular keyword. Google takes into account the expected
click through rate, Landing page experience and ad relevance. Combining all these factors with the bid they rank
the relevancy of the ads as high and low. Selection of the appropriate keywords that best describes a business is
very important.

On AdWords, advertisers can target keywords in three different ways: (1) “broad-match,” (2) “phrase-
match,” and (3) “exact-match.” With broadmatch, an advertisement may show on the search results pages for
queries of the keyword, its synonyms, and other related terms. With phrase-match, an advertisement may show
on search results pages for user queries containing the phrase in the exact word order, plus words before or after
the phrase. Finally, with exact-match, an ad may show on the search results page only when a user searches for
the exact phrase, with the same words in the same order, and no other words before or after.

3. TRADEMARK LAW

3.1. Concept and Significance of Trademarks

A trademark is any identity which is created on the basis of name, symbol, device, color combination or any
combination which is used by the producer and seller of the product to categorize his product among the
consumers[38]. The trend among businesses to give a separate distinct identity to its products is on rise, so that
the consumers can identify the products[39]. The trend of putting marks on the products has been used since
long to fix accountability[40]. However, the recognition of marks as intellectual property and their codification
in state statutes came much later[41].

The two important functions of a Trademark are, first, indicating the source and origin of the product, and
second, economically more important, giving a product distinct identity of its own.

Trademark owners have contended that the search engines and advertisers by openly selling and purchasing
the registered trademarks of companies are using their marks commercially and taking undue benefits from the
goodwill of the businesses. The practice of trademark keywords is creating confusion in the minds of consumers
as to the source of the goods when competitor’s ads appear on the search of the trademark of a company. Upset
with the practice of trademark keywords, trademark owners filed a number of lawsuits in the United States,
Europe and in other countries claiming trademark infringement, unfair competition, and trademark dilution.
However major litigation is in the US.
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3.2. Trademark Infringement

In the US, the Lanham Act[42] provides a system of federal registration for trademark rights and for the
administration of the system by the Patent and Trademark Office (the “PTO”). Actions for infringement of
trademarks can be brought under section 32[43] of the Lanham Act, which provides protection for federally
registered marks. Section 32(1) provides for a civil cause of action for trademark infringement.

Section43(a)[44] of the Lanham Act-protects against confusion or the likelihood of confusion as to source,
sponsorship, or association between the goods and services of competitors in the marketplace. Section 43(a)(1)(A)
provides essentially the same protection for unregistered marks, and is commonly referred to as unfair competition.
This section has been given broad interpretation by the courts and is considered to “confer protection against a
myriad of deceptive

The cases brought for trademark infringement are subject to the Lanham Act. In order to have a valid case
for trademark infringement, a plaintiff must establish

1) That it has a valid trademark

2) that the defendant used the trademark;

3) in commerce or in connection with the sale or advertising of goods and services;

4) without the plaintiff’s consent.

In addition, the plaintiff must show that the defendant’s use of the trademark is likely to cause confusion as
to the relationship between the defendant and the plaintiff or the good or services being sold[45].

The controversy over trademark infringement via keyword advertising case law has mostly centered on
two elements: “use in commerce” and “Likelihood of confusion”.

Determining “use in commerce” requirement when a traditional good is being “used” presents few conceptual
difficulties, since the existence of a physical good can be detected without much ambiguity or difficulty. To
determine the requirement of “use in commerce” for trademark infringement in virtual space has its own peculiar
issues because of the nature of the medium. When Google’s servers process a search query containing a trademark
as keyword and subsequently generating specific AdWords ads, this is certainly a use of the trademark but the
federal courts have struggled with whether or not this use is a “use in commerce”[46].

The various circuit courts across the US are facing difficulty to decide whether the use of trademarked
keywords in the internal processing by search engines to produce the results should be considered “use in
commerce” for the purpose of trademark infringement as the trademarks remain invisible from the user[47].
Another area of debate is what role the “use” of a keyword to trigger the display of ads plays in the purchasing
process. A trademarked keyword even when purchased by a competitor, does not “appear” directly on the good
or service or in associated marketing materials such as on the online ad. As a result few courts have characterized
the purchase of a trademark as keyword as an independent transaction from that of the purchase of the good or
service, and thus have found that keyword advertising is not a “use in commerce” with respect to the trademark.
But other courts are of the view that the trademark is being used in advertising so it is a “use” and its brings
keyword advertising within the requirement of “use in commerce”[48]. But even the courts that find that keyword
advertising satisfies “use in commerce” have been unable to agree as to exactly what “use” it makes of trademarks
and why such use(s) is actionable[49].

The “likelihood of confusion,” is likewise the subject of great variation in judicial interpretation. “Likelihood
of confusion” does not require actual confusion, it allows for some flexibility in construction. The Second
Circuit American court in Sleekcraft case[50] has employed an eight-factor test to establish consumer confusion..
However, such factors have usually been applied when the trademark has been used as a physical identifier and
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to weigh whether a consumer is likely to mistake a good or service for a trademarked good or service. Confusion
is determined with respect to the time or point of sale. But with keyword advertising, the use of the trademark
occurs in an intangible medium: the Internet. Furthermore, trademarked terms are used for a good or service
when they are entered into Google Search by the user and processed by Google’s search engine. The search
results—ads linked to the trademarked term as a keyword and relevant non-sponsored links—are displayed
together on the same results pages prior to the consumer’s decision to make a purchase[51].

To deal with such situations, courts in the Ninth Circuit have revived and reinvented the “initial interest
confusion” doctrine, which moves the confusion analysis to before the point of sale[52]. Initial interest confusion
arose as a court-created subcategory of likelihood of confusion. Under the initial interest confusion theory,
consumers get deviated from the initial site they searched for because of the display of sponsored links above the
organic results[53]. Initial interest confusion occurs before the sale is made. The consumer while making purchase
is aware about the source of product and discovers before the sale, but instead of correcting his mistake he
proceeds to purchase the product he initially mistook for the original. Courts agree that when an advertiser
intentionally diverts consumer attention from his competitor by using the competitor’s trademark, or something
that may be confused for the competitor’s trademark, the advertisers benefits unjustly from the competitor’s
goodwill and can be accused of trademark infringement[54].

As applied to AdWords, the doctrine reasons that a consumer may enter a trademarked keyword with the
intent of seeking the corresponding trademarked good or service, but he is sidetracked from clicking on the
correct link to the trademark holder’s website because the search results page includes links to websites selling
similar goods or services. Instead the consumer is diverted from the trademark holder’s site to one of these
competing sites. Under the “initial interest confusion” doctrine, such diversion—while not an act of traditional
infringement—amounts to the alleged infringer taking unfair advantage of the consumer goodwill built up by the
trademark holder.

In case of initial interest confusion also the circuits courts have adopted conflicting approaches. While
some courts have altogether refused to apply the doctrine[55] and others have applied the same. However, the
court in Netscsape communications[56], GEICO, Inc[57], American blind & Wallpapers[58] has held that
Google’s use of its trademark caused initial-interest confusion. The court was careful to emphasise, that its
ruling applies only to the specific facts of this case, which included the unique business model, surveys and
similarity of goods and services etc. Conflicting judgments among the circuits, has further complicated the issue.

3.3. Google’s Approach to Trademarks

As per Google trademark policy, Google will investigate and may restrict the use of a trademark within ad text.
Ads using restricted trademarks in their ad text may not be allowed to run. This policy applies worldwide.
However there are exceptions to it:

Ad campaigns targeting Australia, New Zealand, the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, or Ireland
may use a trademark in ad text if the ad is in compliance with Google’s policy on resellers and informational
sites. Advertisers can use a trademarked term within ad text if they are authorised by the trademark owner. An ad
can use a trademarked term in its text if the advertisers use the term descriptively and the ad is not in reference
to the goods or services corresponding to the trademarked term[59].

Regarding Trademark terms used in keywords, Google will not investigate or restrict the use of trademark
terms in keywords, even if a trademark complaint is received.

In its trademark policy update, it has altered its policy. Since 23rd April 2013, keywords that were restricted
as a result of a trademark investigation, has no longer been restricted in China, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan,
Australia, New Zealand, South Korea, and Brazil. It stated:
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Google’s goal is to provide our users with the most relevant information, whether from search results or
advertisements, and we believe users benefit from having more choice. Our policy aims to balance the interests
of users, advertisers, and trademark owners, so we will continue to investigate trademark complaints concerning
use of trademarks in ad text. In addition, this change means that the AdWords policy on trademarks as keywords
is now harmonised throughout the world. A consistent policy and user experience worldwide benefits users,
advertisers, and trademark owners alike.[60]

4. CONCLUSION

Keyword advertising has become an effective marketing tool whereby companies reach out and explore new
markets. But the sale and purchase of trademarks to trigger ads has raised serious intellectual property concerns.
The application of traditional trademark laws by courts to deal with issues of cyber space has their own
shortcomings. Since straight analogies can’t be drawn from physical world while dealing with cyber issues. The
manner and nature of activities varies widely when working on internet.

The US cases concerning trademarks used as keywords in search terms vary widely in their application and
do not provide a consistent statement of principle on which advertisers or trade mark owners may rely. Since the
use of trademarks to trigger ads is hidden and invisible to the consumer. The ads do not use the trademarks of
competitors in the text of the ads. Even google doesn’t allow the use of trademarks in ads text except under
certain exceptions.[61] To prove use and consumers confusion is all the more difficult in such cases.[62]

The courts have to keep numerous other factors in account. It is not always necessary that the advertiser is
purchasing the trademark of competitor to gain unfairly from its use. The purchaser may be fully aware while
making purchase that he is buying competitors product, the practice can be used to attract consumers to buy the
competitor’s product. The aim may also be to simply promote comparative advertising and give choices to
consumers. Furthermore, search engines such as Google are only able to provide their services for free because
they sell advertising space.[63]

The courts while deciding upon the “use in commerce” requirement has finally settled (after conflicting
judgment) that use of trademarks the sale of trademarks for advertising is a “use in commerce”. The “Joint
Recommendation Concerning Provisions on the Protection of Marks, and Other Industrial Property Rights in
Signs, on the Internet (hereinafter “Joint Recommendation”) adopted by WIPO[64] also assist on the requirement
of use in commerce. It says the use of a sign on the internet is treated as the use in a member State, only if the use
has a commercial effect in that particular member State [65]. The Joint Recommendation also details the factors
for determining whether the sign has a commercial effect [66].

The second requirement of Likelihood of confusion is still unsettled. So the courts have devised initial
interest confusion doctrine to deal with such issues. Even in the case of initial interest confusion, different circuit
courts have given conflicting judgments. Courts have not come to a consensus on how to assess Initial interest
confusion. Still, several important questions have currently received little attention. How should initial interest
confusion be defined? How should initial interest confusion be conceptualised? How much confusion is enough
to justify a remedy? Who needs to be confused, when, and for how long? How should courts determine when
initial interest confusion is sufficient to support a finding of trademark infringement?[67]

The Second Circuit has held that mere diversion will amount to initial interest confusion, but the Ninth
Circuit recently[68] held that initial interest confusion is still fundamentally concerned with consumer confusion
and diversion without even a minimal amount of confusion should not lead to a finding of infringement.

The courts are adopting three options while disposing off the cases on the issue of keyword advertising
which are as follows:

1) To refuse to expand traditional trademark law and deny trademark holders, trademark remedy against
search engines like Google,
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2) To expand trademark to a level that would expose search engines to direct trademark infringement, or

3) To advocate that legislatures make a specific amendment to the Trademark Acts concerning search
engines.[69]

After considering the issues and cases relating to keyword advertising, it appears that the road so far
travelled have been bumpy. Because of absence of any specific law or guidelines the courts are also giving
conflicting judgments. With every conflicting judgment the law has rather become more confusing.
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